Restaurant Waterloo
Restaurant Waterloo - Restaurant hosts or hostesses in the case of women are members of the front of house restaurant staff
who're responsible for meeting the needs of the guests and making sure they have a nice eating experience. A host is supposed
to be knowledgeable about wine list, the menu and should also be in position to answer several questions from the customers.
They are also expected to be polished and professional. They're usually encouraged to be well-informed concerning the
surrounding region to allow them to make entertainment and accommodation suggestions. Sometimes a host dresses in a
different way from the other employees to ensure that he or she could be easily recognized.
The training that a host is required to have consists of waiting tables and being friendly. Individuals that wish to be a host or
hostess can visit some specialized culinary schools to receive training. A restaurant host may additionally have experience with
financial issues and bookkeeping. They usually handle the monetary aspect of closing the restaurant involving dishing out tips,
and totaling the days' income.
Main job responsibilities include taking reservations, answering questions, seating patrons, handling complaints, keeping track of
the floor, and being prepared to manage the wants of disabled diners and children. If the restaurant is extraordinarily busy, they
could assist the waiters at times. Hosts must balance seating cautiously in order to make sure the attendants are not overloaded.
They remain vigilant to watch for any patrons who seem offended or stressed on the floor and they have to ensure that the staff is
kept happy.
Since the restaurant host may be required to perform a wide range of duties, he or she is often given great leeway to offer
refreshments to customers while they wait for tables or provide complimentary dishes for diners that have expressed unhappiness
for their service or food. A reliable restaurant host is able to cope with most complaints and issues effectively without having to call
in the owner. Remaining friendly, calm and diplomatic is a necessary aspect of this job.

